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Introduction

As international and domestic public policy processes made limited efforts in the 1980s and early 1990s to address the problem of ecological deterioration of the world's forests, environmental groups and their allies turned to the marketplace in the hopes of creating more efficient and effective institutions to govern forest management. The market's supply chain is the key arena in this political struggle over forest resource use. Institutional consumers, such as business and government as well as individual consumers along the supply chain, are encouraged and coerced by environmental groups to demand that the wood products they purchase come from sustainably managed sources. This chapter explores forest certification, which can be defined as a non-state market driven (NSMD) governance system (Cashore 2002) that is dependent on choices made by customers of forest products.

We analyze the institutional development of forest certification as a tool for improving the condition of the world's forests, and examine the difficulties and obstacles in legitimizing NSMD political consumerism in the marketplace. This is done in four steps. First, we trace the development of the origins of the global forest certification system, the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), and the forest certification programs created by industry and landowner associations designed to compete with the FSC for rulemaking authority. Second, we locate forest certification as the most dominant form of NSMD governance in this area and identify the key features and the role of institutional consumers and global civil society in shaping its development. Third, we conceptualize how the competing NSMD forest certification systems achieve three distinct types of legitimacy.
We conclude by discussing the case study results more generally and what they tell us about: the types of legitimacy that create strong institutionalization and the role of consumers and non-governmental organizations in influencing support for NSMD forest certification along the supply chain.

Emergence of Forest Certification: The FSC and Its Competitors

The FSC’s origins can be traced to two related events. First, following widespread scrutiny of tropical deforestation, timber retailers and distributors (themselves often the targets of traditional consumer boycott campaigns) began looking for credible sources of sustainably managed forest products (Meidinger 1999, 4). Second, the failure of the Earth Summit in 1992 to create a global forest convention (Bernstein & Cashore 2000, 2001) led many environmental groups to feel, that they were expending significant effort and resources on state-sanctioned international forums with no discernible policy gains. As a result of these two related events, the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) and other transnational groups decided to use market-based mechanisms to influence forest landowners and forest companies to certify their products as coming from sustainable forests. In doing so, they expanded the repertoire of political consumerism from the traditional negative approach that involved boycotts (as discussed in Friedman’s chapter) with positive political consumerism in the form of a certification or labeling scheme, a topic taken up in the chapter by Wurzel et al. in this volume.

The FSC was created in 1993 and was legally registered in 1994. It sees forest certification as forcing upward worldwide standards governing sustainable forest management. Its NSMD governance approach diverges considerably from traditional clientelist public policy processes. It institutionalized a tripartite decision-making process that limits business dominance in policy deliberations (Meidinger 1997, 1999). The FSC also forbids direct government involvement in rulemaking and has a wide-ranging policy scope that encompasses environmental and social rules.

Sustainable development forms the basis of the FSC principles. The principles are performance-based and broad in scope. Included among the criteria for certification are principles involving tenure and user rights, community relations, workers’ rights, environmental impact, management plans, and monitoring and preservation of old growth forests (Moffat 1998, 44; FSC 1999). The FSC program also requires the creation of regional or national working groups, which are responsible for developing specific indicators and verifiers to apply the principles and criteria more locally.

As support for the FSC certification program increased among forest producers and consumers, industry and forest landowner associations responded with their own versions of forest certification (Cashore et al. 2001). In the United States, the FSC competitor is the American Forest and Paper Associations’ (AF&PA) Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) program. In Canada, it is the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) program, initiated by the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association (now the Canadian Forest Products Association). In Europe, there were a number of national FSC competitor programs that developed early in the 1990s. By the late 1990s, the Pan European Forest Certification (PEFC) system, created by landowner associations that felt especially excluded from the FSC process, emerged as the key competitor program. These FSC competitors are now attempting to create an umbrella program to coordinate their programs so that they can develop a better international presence that only the FSC enjoys currently.

The SFI, CSA, and PEFC programs differ from the FSC in that they apply a narrower view of sustainable development and take forest owners’ concerns as their point of departure. Their performance requirements follow existing voluntary best management practices (BMPs) programs, legal obligations, and regeneration requirements. Thus, procedurally AF & PA member companies are required to file a report with the SFI regarding their forest management plans and the objectives they are addressing, but specific company data are not reported. Instead, information is aggregated and given to a panel of experts for review. The CPPA turned to the reputed Canadian Standards Association (CSA)^2 to develop a certification governance program. Similar to the SFI, the focus began as “a systems based approach to sustainable forest management” (Hansen & Justin 1999, 20) where individual companies are required to establish internal “environmental management systems (EMS)” (Moffat 1998, 39). The SFI now permits voluntary third party audits.

The PEFC was created in 1999 and was based on criteria identified at the Helsinki and Lisbon Forest Ministers Conferences in 1993 and 1998 (PEFC International 2001). From the start, the program was explicitly designed to address forest managers’ criticisms of the
FSC, which was perceived as not taking private landowners’ opinions into account, and as putting unrealistic requirements on individual landowners. Landowners have the majority vote on all decisions made by the PEFC. The PEFC national initiatives developed procedures for certifying entire regions, and leaves the development of certification rules and procedures to the discretion of national initiatives. A European Secretariat, which is dominated by landowner and industry representatives, decides whether to accept national initiatives as part of the PEFC recognition scheme (Hansen & Juslin 1999). However, national initiatives are not required to address the agreed upon criteria and indicators (Ozinga 2001). Overall, the program offers few prescriptive requirements and leaves forest landowners and forest companies in control of the rulemaking process. As explained in figure 1, the FSC competitor programs operate under a different conception of NSMD governance (Cashore 2002). They believe that business should dominate rulemaking, and non-governmental and governmental organizations should only be involved in advisory, consultative capacities. Underlying these programs is a strongly held view that there is incongruence between existing forest practices and civil society’s perception of these practices. Under the SFI, CSA, and PEFC, procedural approaches are ends in themselves, and individual firms retain greater discretion over implementation of program goals and objectives. This conception of governance draws on environmental management systems approaches that have developed at the international regulatory level (Clapp 1998; Cutler, Hafler, & Porter 1999; Prakash 1999; Kollman & Prakash 2001).

### Key Features of NSMD Governance

As can be seen in figure 2, Cashore (2002), using the case of forest certification, has identified four key features that distinguish NSMD governance from other forms of shared governance and private-sector firm level initiatives. They are the role of governments, markets, organized interests (business along the supply chain, and individuals as consumers and value holders), and compliance incentives. Arguably, the most important feature of NSMD governance is that there is no use of state sovereignty to force businesses to comply with transnational standards. There are no popular elections under NSMD governance systems, and no one can be incarcerated or fined for failing to comply. This point is important because it means that since the state does not require adherence to its rules, organizations, companies, and landowners must undertake evaluations to decide whether they want to comply or not.

This does not mean that governments are not important actors in NSMD governance. They can act as traditional interest groups attempting to influence NSMD policymaking processes by means ranging from offering advice to asking to help write specific rules. They

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>FSC</th>
<th>PEFC</th>
<th>SFI</th>
<th>CSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origination</td>
<td>Environmental groups, socially concerned retailers</td>
<td>Landowner</td>
<td>Industry</td>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance or Systems based</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>Combination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territorial focus</td>
<td>International</td>
<td>Europe Origin, now International</td>
<td>United States North America</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification Options</td>
<td>Third party</td>
<td>Third Party</td>
<td>First, second or third</td>
<td>Third Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain of custody</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-label or logo</td>
<td>Label and Logo</td>
<td>Logo and label</td>
<td>Logo, label emerging</td>
<td>Logo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Moffat (1998, 152), Rickenbach, Fletcher, & Hansen (2000)

**Terms: Performance or systems based** characteristics distinguish programs from whether they focus primarily in the creation of mandatory on the ground rules, governing forest management, or in the development of more flexible and often non-mandatory procedures that address environmental concerns. **Third Party** means an outside organization verifies performance; **Second Party** means that a trade association or other industry group verifies performance; **First Party** means that the company verifies its own record of compliance. **Chain of Custody** refers to whether the programs track the wood from certified forests all the way to the individual consumer. A logo is the symbol that certification programs used to advertise their programs. It can be used by companies making claims about their forest practices. An eco-label is used along the supply chain to give institutional consumers the ability to discern whether a specific product comes from a certified source.
are not, however, a source of authority, an important difference when compared to the eco-labeling schemes discussed in this book. Governments can also act as any large organization by making procurement policies and taking other kinds of economic actions that may influence market driven dynamics. In the case of forest certification, governments can act as landowners. Indeed, in many countries public land ownership is a key part of forest policy and, to the extent that governments are persuaded to attempt to adopt certification on their lands, they are drawn into an NSMD system as landowners. Governments may also use their policy authority to influence a particular key target audience of an NSMD governance program, thus creating a hybrid effect in which NSMD logics apply to some audiences but not to others. In such a case, it is crucial to understand whether compliance of a key audience is a result of NSMD dynamics or state authority. For example, a government law requiring that all forestland owners become certified according to the FSC would negate any need to understand landowner evaluations of the FSC, as they are complying as a matter of law rather than of individual calculations.

A second key feature of NSMD governance is that authority is granted to NSMD governance systems by “external audiences” who must undertake their own evaluative decisions about compliance. These evaluations are crucial for understanding whether and how NSMD governance may gain legitimacy to create the rules. External audiences include forest companies and landowners, who are the ultimate target of forest certification as well as environmental and social groups, purchasers of wood products along the supply chain, and individual consumers. These audiences are affected or empowered by the third key feature of NSMD governance, authority granted through the market’s supply chain. Much of FSC’s efforts to promote and encourage forest owners and managers to apply sustainable forest management (SFM) occur further down the supply and demand chain, that is, toward those value-added industries that demand the raw products, and ultimately to the retailer and its customers (Bruce 1998, chap. 2; Moffat 1998, 42f). To satisfy this demand, the FSC grants not only forestland management certification but also chain of custody certification for those companies wishing to purchase and sell FSC products. 4

The fourth key feature of NSMD governance is the presence of a verification procedure to ensure that the regulated entity actually meets the stated standards. Verification is important, because it provides a validation necessary for legitimacy to occur, and to distinguish products to be consumed along the supply chain. In the case of the FSC and CSA, external auditing companies conduct the mandatory auditing process. The SFI originally developed looser verification procedures, but voluntary independent third party auditing is now the method of choice for most companies operating under SFI. The desire to be seen as a good corporate citizen is linked to a market advantage.

Forest Certification and Legitimacy

To analyze whether forest certification does or does not gain legitimacy from its relevant audiences, we (Cashore 2002; Cashore, Auld, & Newsom 2002; Auld 2001; Newsom 2001; Lawson & Cashore 2002) have used Suchman’s seminal work in organizational sociology, in which he identifies three different types of legitimacy that audiences may grant an organization. The motivations of those seeking legitimacy and the durability of the legitimacy granted to the organization are key characteristics. Suchman identifies three different types of legitimacy achievement strategies that organizations may pursue in their efforts to obtain legitimacy, which are important for understanding the interactive process between the external audiences and the NSMD governance system. In this section, we review these categories and then use them to present and analyze the competition among NSMD governance systems (see Cashore
Suchman (1995, 574) defines legitimacy as “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs and definitions.” He identifies three types of legitimacy that are central to understanding support for forest certification as an NSMD governance system: (1) pragmatic legitimacy rests on the “self-interested calculations of an organization’s most immediate audiences,” where the material “well-being” of the legitimacy grantor is enhanced (Suchman 1995, 589); (2) moral legitimacy reflects a “positive, normative evaluation of the organization and its activities and rests not on judgments about whether a given activity promotes the goals of the evaluator, but rather on judgments about whether the activity is ‘the right thing to do’” (Suchman 1995, 579); and (3) cognitive legitimacy, which is based on neither interests nor moral motivations, but rather on comprehensibility or “taken for grantedness.” In the former case, legitimacy is given because the actions of an organization are understandable, in the latter case, legitimacy is given because “for things to be otherwise is literally unthinkable” (Suchman 1995, 583). Suchman implies that pragmatic legitimacy may be the least durable. Our case studies show that the pragmatic legitimacy can be durable, but it varies and depends on the external audience that grants it. Moreover, as Suchman predicted, cognitive legitimacy is probably the most durable, though we cannot draw this conclusion because forest certification has not been in existence long enough for us to make this assessment.

Suchman noted that organizations seeking legitimacy are rarely passive. They actively employ legitimacy achievement strategies. This assumption is confirmed in our research on forest certification. The battle for legitimacy was actively fought by the FSC and its competitors on different fronts. They also used a variety of techniques. Suchman identified three types of achievement strategies, which are important for our review.

**Manipulation achievement strategies** refer to those cases in which organizations actively seek to change preferences of those from which it wants legitimacy. Thus, the FSC and its core supporters, such as the WWF, have been actively involved in the creation of new interests by organizing buyers groups (Ramstein et al. 1998; Hansen 1998) as institutional consumers now operating in Europe (Mirbach 1997; WWF UK 2001), North America (Certified Forest Products Council 1999), and globally through the recent creation of a global forest and trade network (The Global Forest and Trade Network 2000). Manipulation strategies are important because, if successful, they grant legitimacy to forest certification programs and allow them to stay closer to the core conception of certification for which they initially were created.

In addition, forest certification programs can attempt to achieve legitimacy by using conforming strategies on external audiences. For example, our cases show that the FSC has changed its rules governing harvesting in old growth forests, added a new rule on forest plantations, and developed small landowner initiatives, all in an attempt to gain pragmatic legitimacy from supply-side interests. Likewise, FSC competitor programs are constantly adding new rules and including new stakeholders in an effort to appeal to retailers, who are currently demanding only FSC wood. Conforming strategies are seen as less desirable by certification programs and stand in contrast to manipulation strategies because they alter certification programs. They often move the program slightly away from its original conception. Indeed, part of the question is how far FSC, and FSC competitor programs, can go in conforming to gain legitimacy from non-core interests without risking disapproval from their core audiences. Conforming strategies are often undertaken when manipulation strategies have failed to alter significant degrees of support.

Finally, certification programs may attempt to achieve legitimacy by using active informing strategies that focus on those audiences likely to grant legitimacy, if they were simply aware of the program. Informing strategies include advertising campaigns or information targeted to like-minded, organized interests. Our research found that informing was used as a strategy in the case of forest certification, though less so than the other two legitimacy achievement strategies. Identifying whether a program uses conforming, manipulating, or informing strategies is important because it directly addresses whether certification programs remain close to their original goals, or whether they must weaken their approach to forest sustainability in an effort to become accepted in the marketplace. Because conforming strategies are less preferred than manipulation ones, identification of conforming strategies helps us establish when a certification program is having difficulty gaining support.
Differences in Legitimacy Granting in Forest Certification

We applied the legitimacy types and legitimacy achievement strategies to our cases and found key differences in terms of support and the ability of FSC to pursue manipulation versus conforming strategies (for a detailed analysis, see Cashore, Auld, & Newsom 2002). FSC gained moral legitimacy from its core audience of environmental and social organizations and from key retailers. It gained scant legitimacy from forest companies and landowners, who granted pragmatic and moral legitimacy instead to FSC competitor programs created by their own associations. In British Columbia, Canada, the FSC made significant inroads through active legitimacy achievement strategies, with the result that initial forest company rejections of the FSC gave way to a situation in which seven of the ten largest companies in the province indicated some support for it (Cashore, Auld, & Newsom 2002). However, in the United States, most large forest companies continue to reject the FSC and have instead strongly supported the AF&PA's Sustainable Forestry Initiative. In the United Kingdom, state forest owners reluctantly supported the FSC, while small, private landowners initially turned to the PEFC (a stance that has proven highly volatile with landowner associations recently shifting to a position of greater neutrality). The PEFC has gained the support of most state and private forest landowners in Germany. The FSC is supported by a minority of state forest landowners whose German political masters support an environmental agenda (Auld 2001; Newsom 2001). In Sweden, large industrial forest companies support the FSC, while small landowners reject it (Cashore, Auld, & Newsom 2002).

Why Different Legitimacy Achievement Patterns?

Five interrelated factors help explain divergence in legitimacy achievement (Cashore, Auld, & Newsom 2002). They are regional dependence on foreign markets, priority given to forest management issues on the political agenda, character of forest sector ownership, associational systems of forest companies and landowners, and nature and structure of FSC's competitor programs. Each factor is discussed in this section.

First, in regard to a region's degree of dependence on foreign markets, our study shows that forest companies and landowners in a region that sells a high proportion of its forest products to foreign markets appear more susceptible to FSC legitimacy manipulation achievement strategies when institutional consumers further down the supply chain are located outside the regional borders. For example, in the case of British Columbia, environmental groups pressured demand-side companies in Europe and the United States to terminate their contracts with companies operating in the region that did not conform to FSC criteria (Stanbury 2000; Vertinsky 1997). We also found that when a region is a net importer of raw materials, domestic FSC legitimacy achievement strategies are enhanced when retailers demand that foreign and domestic supply are subject to the same scrutiny. Thus, the FSC is more able to pursue manipulation strategies when institutional consumers make purchasing commitments that apply to both domestic and foreign products. For instance, the UK case reveals that when the supply-side in a region is small and cannot produce the volume of forest products required to meet local demand it becomes susceptible to competition from FSC imports (Auld 2001). When the British home improvement retailer B & Q issued an ultimatum to its suppliers that, by the end of 1999, it intended to purchase only FSC certified wood, local processors were cast under the same net, even though they were not the source of original concerns (Stanbury 2000; National Home Center News 1998; DIY 1998). In fact, competition from FSC-certified suppliers in Sweden and the fear that countries in the Baltic States would follow suit (Tickel & WWF 2000; Hansen & Juslin 1999) made UK local producers recognize the need to protect their UK market share by conforming to FSC sustainability requirements.

The second key explanatory factor is the extent to which forest management issues are on the domestic public policy agenda or not. When forest management practices are seen as an issue for the public policy agenda, forest companies and landowners will take independent action to avoid potential political controversy. We found that forest companies are more likely to give the FSC pragmatic legitimacy, when forestry practices are perceived as a major problem in need of government action. Pragmatic legitimacy becomes even more important when governmental initiatives fail to remove the issue as a perceived problem. For example, despite a decade of government efforts in British Columbia, the deep dissatisfaction that existed among many environmental groups and a significant section of the general public forced forest companies to look at the FSC as a way of avoiding constant scrutiny and ongoing consumer boycott
and market-based campaigns. In contrast, in Germany, where there was no discernible societal support or years of direct action campaigns against German landowners, the PEFC was successful in its efforts to gain legitimacy from forest landowners (Newsom 2001).

The third key explanatory factor is the nature of forestland ownership. Our research reveals that forest companies and landowners, in regions where land ownership is fragmented, will be less likely to grant the FSC pragmatic legitimacy because of the high transaction and implementation costs. This is illustrated in the case of the U.S. Southeast where most forestland is owned by non-industrial private forest landowners. Wood processors in the region require a continuous fiber supply in order to feed their highly specialized, capital-intensive mills. Consequently, industrial forest companies consider the logistical problems associated with the FSC chain of custody requirements overwhelming, given their large number of small fiber suppliers. Our research also reveals that many forest landowners in this region are ideologically opposed to FSC-style certification (Newsom et al. 2002; Vlosky 2000), which helped convince many industrial companies to give pragmatic support to the FSC competitor, the SFI (Auld, Cashore, & Newsom 2002). At the same time a small number of large landowners in the region were more easily converted to the FSC because they enjoyed economies of scale in the costs of implementing FSC certification. The United Kingdom is between British Columbia and the U.S. Southeast with 35 percent of its forestland held by the government (Forest Industries Council of Great Britain 2000) and the other by non-industrial private forest landowners. These conditions led the FSC to apply a conforming strategy to meet the actual needs of these companies. It did so by changing the threshold percent requirements for an FSC product to carry a label. The FSC was even able to use successful manipulation strategies by targeting large areas of government lands, which meant that processors had sufficient FSC wood supply even without the certification of any large portion of the private growers. Thus, the presence of one key landowner open to certification has made possible broader acceptance of the FSC in the UK (Auld 2001).

Our fourth factor is the nature of forest company and landowner associational systems. This characteristic is necessary to understand competition for legitimacy and FSC legitimacy achievement strategies. In particular, members of the supply-side in a region, where companies and landowners are well-represented and unified, are less likely, everything else being equal, to grant the FSC pragmatic legitimacy. For instance, in the United States, a highly centralized associational system under the AF & PA (Cashore 1997) allowed the FSC competitor program, the SFI, to undertake highly strategic choices to gain its support among large industrial companies and minimize the influence of the FSC. Once support was granted, the SFI turned its legitimacy achievement strategies to the institutional consumers down the supply chain in the hopes of convincing them to support SFI certification in addition to their FSC commitments. The SFI facilitated these efforts by undertaking a number of conforming strategies (e.g., developing tougher standards and third-party procedures) and expanding its decision-making institutions to include conservation and professional organizations. The Canadian forest sector, by contrast, was represented by a fragmented and regionally focused associational system (Coleman 1987, 1988), which inhibited the adoption of a unified stance on certification issues. This situation explains the pragmatic legitimacy that the supply-side in BC has given to the FSC. When the FSC became a serious issue, no industry association had a clear mandate to develop a response. Once a few companies showed an interest in pursuing FSC, other companies followed suit.

The final key legitimacy mediating factor is the nature and structure of FSC’s competitor programs. Our research indicates that, in order for FSC competitor programs to maintain support from companies and landowners (or at least not have to share legitimacy with the FSC), they must develop a program that walks a fine line between being too prescriptive (which means that the costs of FSC do not seem more difficult) and too weak (so that the market will not accept the program). Supply-side members’ decisions to support the FSC (or not) are influenced strongly by how well the competitor program balances costs and benefits. In our Canadian cases, the standards of an FSC competitor program were perceived as being too rigorous to be acceptable by the supply side. Canadian forest companies initially endorsed the CSA. However, its costs, level of public scrutiny, and time commitments eventually met, or exceeded, those of the FSC. At the same time, the program could not offer the potential market benefits of the FSC. Consequently, what had been a program that was meant to limit FSC success became one among a number of certification alternatives. In its attempts to gain support from the environmental community by conforming to existing Canadian
public policy norms about public consultation, it appears that the program lost some of its pragmatic appeal with the industry.

Legitimacy, Core Audiences, and Durability of NSMD Governance

The emergence of NSMD and legitimacy, it is granted, varies according to the region being studied, the organizations granting legitimacy, and the nature of the competition between the FSC and its competitor programs. General patterns emerge from these complex dynamics that address legitimacy granting and the durability of NSMD institutions. First, both FSC and its competitors have core audiences, whose support is fundamental to the existence of the NSMD governance system. The FSC core audience is composed of environmental groups, likeminded social interests, and a small handful of retailers whose values resonate with the FSC approach. The FSC competitors' core audience is forest companies and/or landowners who strongly support a more flexible, discretionary approach to forest certification for pragmatic and moral reasons. Just how far the FSC and its competitors can go in undertaking conforming strategies in their efforts to woo non-core audience members along the supply chain (forest companies and forest landowners for the FSC and institutional consumers for the FSC competitors), is a very important question in need of further research.

Research in public policy asserts that deep core values held by actors in a policy subsystem are hard to change and provide the key to understanding the potential success of conforming strategies (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith 1993). Our research indicates that this factor is an important brake on FSC and FSC competitors' efforts to gain legitimacy. For example, as a member of the FSC core audience, the U.S. Sierra Club's opposition to FSC certification on U.S. federal lands (they wish to see all these lands protected from harvesting) has limited FSC efforts to gain an immediate and quick source of sustainably managed timber (MacCleery 1999). Similarly, U.S. forest companies are increasingly concerned that the SFI's new Sustainable Forestry Board and efforts to accommodate moderate conservation groups as The Nature Conservancy and Conservation International, might eventually result in policies that they view as too prescriptive.

For the FSC, there is a clear relationship between maintaining moral legitimacy from its core audience and achieving pragmatic legitimacy from forest companies and landowners. So far, its success has been mixed, with British Columbia and the UK eventually yielding some degree of pragmatic support from key companies and landowners, while efforts to achieve the same support in the United States, the Canadian Maritimes, and Germany have been hampered. Whether forest companies granting pragmatic legitimacy to the FSC results in cognitive legitimacy over time remains arguably the most important question for future research on NSMD governance.

Yet one should be wary about accepting Suchman's assumption that pragmatic legitimacy is always the least durable type. For profit maximizing companies, pragmatic legitimacy seems more durable than moral legitimacy. Pragmatic evaluations will trump moral ones and are thus potentially more durable because companies want to stay in business. But such support is double-edged. While it may mean that companies will support certification when it offers a clear market advantage, the reverse is also true. Companies granting only pragmatic legitimacy will reconsider their support if they view certification as a liability. Indeed, understanding the conditions that produce both moral and pragmatic legitimacy appears to be the key to durability.

Conclusion

Forest certification is, first and foremost, about restructuring power relations among competing interests over use and exploitation of the world's forest resources. Environmental groups, dissatisfied with public policy processes, created their own governance systems and used the marketplace to force or encourage compliance. Their governing institutions created corporatist style, tripartite procedures (though redefined to include business, environmental, and social divisions) that explicitly forbade business domination in the policy process. These institutions directly challenged traditional business-government dominated clientelist policy networks that, until recently, have characterized domestic and international forest policy development. In response, business and landowner associations have created their own NSMD governance systems that offer a more traditional approach to forest resource management.

Competition for legitimacy on forest certification appears to legitimize the idea of forest certification among a wide range of audiences. Competition can at the same time eliminate the original FSC
procurement function, or individual families just wanting to buy new patio furniture—may play a crucial role in reshaping the parameters of environmental practice globally.

Notes

1. Originally a two-chamber format was created with social and environmental interests together in one chamber with 75 percent of the votes, and an economic chamber with 25 percent of the votes. There are currently three equal chambers among these groups with one-third of the votes each. Each chamber is further divided equally between the North and South.

2. The CSA program actually contains two standards: one explains how to develop an environmental forest management system, and the other focuses on auditing requirements (Hansen & Juslin 1999, 20).

3. This section draws heavily from, and is based on, Cashore (2002).

4. Likewise, in the case of the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC), sustainable fisheries are promoted by offering market demand that can be accessed by companies adhering to their rules through a chain of custody provision (Simpson 2001).
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